
If you need help or run into a problem please contact us. Admin@HondaSxS.com  Or HondaSxS.com 
Also, you can call us during normal business hours or text anytime – 704-802-9793 
Whatever the problem, even if your BUD is WISER and messed it up. We will get it taken care of! 
 
Reproduction or duplication of this product is hereby disallowed! 

Additional assistance at HondaSxS.com/forums/clubstore 

INSTALLATION 
INSTRUCTIONS 

Key-On Power Harness 
Talon 1000 ALL 

Pioneer 1000 ALL 
Pioneer 700 ALL 
Pioneer 500 ALL 

 

Thank you for purchasing the Key-On Power Harness for the Honda Pioneer and other ATV models with the 
same accessory socket.  

This harness will give you a single lead that provides 12v key-on power. This lead will ONLY have power when 
the key is on. It is part of the ACC fuse circuit with a max pull of 10 Amps.  

 
Common uses: 
- Provide Key-On trigger for switches.  
- Provide Key-On trigger for relays.  
- Provide Key-On power for small lights. 
- Winch contactor control power.   
- USB port power 
- Volt meter for primary battery.  

 

 

 

 

Instructions: 

1. Locate the 12v accessory socket (cigarette plug) to get a idea of its location.  
2. Now, locate the back side wires of this accessory socket. It’s a black plug with 2 wires.  
3. Depress the latch and remove from the accessory socket. 

Be careful and pull the plug, not the wires. Pulling the wires could pull a one out by mistake. 
Look at the provide harness to see how it comes apart.  

4. Plug the harness in line with the accessory socket and the wire harness plug [1].  
5. Plug the factory wire harness into the harness.  
6. Run the lead up into the hood area for use.  
7. Connect it as you wish.   

HINT:  
If the plug is hard to remove. Find a bottle cap and squirt some wd-40 into it, then drip it on the plug connector. 
Let sit for moment then it should come free with ease.  
Always pull the connector and NOT the wires. Puling on the wires will cause additional issues. 


